Is information technology, a boon or a bane to the academe?

The axis of technology has crept in almost all walks of life in modern days. The field of education is no exception. Its relationship on the educational system and in providing resources for educators and learners is so advanced which sophisticate and betters the learning. As an ICT teacher, I consider information technology a boon. It connects everyone in the world and offers greater prospect of development and improvement and fastens the dissemination of information and enhance communication which is essential in the growth of the society and of course to the school and to the educational system. The purpose why human developed information technology is to better the undertakings of life. Information technology only turns a bane when discipline in using it is ignored. This is where technology creates a problem and hazards life- in the sense of health, social relationships, etc.

Computers are the electronic device used to launch information technology in work. The disadvantage of information technology only occurs because of the negligence of its users and it does only what its user commands it to do and perform. Therefore, the bane in it origins from the user and not from itself.

If we will think broader, the benefits of information technology is greater than its hazards if use wisely. Not to enumerate its advantages, it obviously promotes better education and educational arrangement.